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Abstract. Building on recentstudies,we attempt hemispherictemperature reconstructionswith proxy data networksfor the past millennium. We focusnot just on the
reconstructions,but the uncertaintiestherein, and important caveats. Though expandeduncertaintiesprevent decisiveconclusionsfor the period prior to AD 1400, our results
suggestthat the latter 20th century is anomalousin the

Warm Epoch (though Lamb, examiningevidencemostly
from western Europe, never suggestedthis was a global
phenomenon).We here apply the methodologydetailedby
MBH98 to the sparserproxy data network available prior
to AD 1400, to critically revisit this issue, extending NH
reconstructionsas far back as is currently feasible. We also
reevaluateearlier estimatesof uncertaintiesin the NH series.

context of at least the past millennium. The 1990s was the
warmest decade, and 1998 the warmest year, at moderately Data
and Method
high levels of confidence. The 20th century warming counThe multiproxy data network and instrumental temperters a millennial-scalecoolingtrend which is consistentwith'
ature data used to calibrate it are discussed in detail by
long-term astronomical forcing.

MBH98 (seesupplementaryinformationtherein). Before
AD 1400, only 12 indicatorsof the more than 100 described
by MBH98 are available. This includesthe first 3 principal

Introduction

Estimates of climate variability during past centuriesmust

components(PCs) of the (28) dendroclimaticseriesavailable back to AD 1000 in the International Tree Ring Data

rely uponindirect"proxy"indicators-natural
archives
that Bank ("ITRDB")-all from North America. The 12 indicarecordpastclimatevariations.Trendsoverseveralcenturies tors (14 countingtwo nearbyice coresites)are summarized
are evidentin the recession
of glaciers[Groveand Switsur,

in Table

1.

1994],andthesub-surface
information
fromboreholes
[Pol-

The calibrationprocedure(seeMBH98) invokesthe aslacket al, 1998].Annualclimateestimates,
however,
require sumptions(1) that a linear relationshipexistsbetweenproxy

proxiessuchastreerings,varvedsediments,
icecores,and climate indicators and and some combination of large-scale
corals(combined
with anyavailable
instrumental
or histori- temperaturepatterns,and (2) that patternsof surfaceterncalrecords),
whichrecordseasonal/annual
variations.
Studiesbasedon such"multiproxy"data networks[e.g.,Bradley

andJones,1993;Hughes
andDiaz,1994;Mannet al, 1995] Table

have allowed the 20th century climate to be placed in a

longer-termperspective,
thus allowingfor improvedestimatesof the influenceof climateforcings[Leanet al, 1995;

Crowleyand Kim, 1996;Overpecket al, 1997],and validation of the low-frequencybehaviorexhibited by climate

1.
12 Proxy Indicators Available Back
to AD 1000. Description ("SERIES"-see MBH98
for details regarding data and reference), location
("LOC"-region or lat/lon coordinates, start year
("y0") AD, and type ("TYPE") of series is indicated.
These data (and the NH series discussedin the text) are available over the internet
throughthe World Data Center-A for Paleoclimatology

models[e.g.,Joneset al, 1998].
Recently,
Mannet al [1998-henceforth
"MBH98"]reconstructedyearlyglobalsurfacetemperature
patternsbackin (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/paleo.html).
timethroughthe calibration
of multiproxynetworks
against
LOC
y0 TYPE
the modern temperaturerecord. Skillful reconstruction SERIES
of Northern Hemispheremean annual surfacetemperature

("NH") waspossible
backto AD 1400,asthe patternof

ITRDB (PC •1)
ITRDB (PC •2)
ITRDB (PC •3)

surfacetemperaturemost readily calibratedby the availablemultiproxynetworkcorresponds
largelyto synchronous Fennoscandia
large-scale
temperaturevariation. It has beenspeculated Polar Urals
that temperatureswere warmer even further back, •01000 Tasmania

68N 23E
67N 65E
43S 148E

500 T. Ring density
914 T. Ring density
900 T. Ring width

38S 68W

869 T. Ring width

Morocco
33N 5W
France
44N 7E
Greenland stacked core 77N 60W

984 T. Ring width
988 T. Ring width
553 ice core 5•80

yearsago-aperioddescribed
by Lamb[1965]asthe Medieval N. Patagonia
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14S71W 488 icecore5xsO
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14S 71W

488 ice accum.
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perature in the past can be suitably described in terms of tions. Spurious increasesin variance back in time associsomelinear combination of the dominant present-daysurface ated with decreasingsample sizes [seee.g. Joneset al,
temperature patterns. MBH98 performed extensive cross- 1998]are not an issuewith this series,owingto the high
validation experiments to verify the reliability of the re- degreeof replicationin the underlyingchronologies
back
construction using global temperature data from 1854-1901 to AD 1000. A number of the highestelevationchronolowithheldfrom (1902-1980)calibration,and, further back,by gies in the western U.S. do appear, however,to have exthe small number of instrumental temperature seriesavail- hibited long-term growth increasesthat are more dramatic
able back through the mid-18th century.
than can be explainedby instrumentaltemperaturetrends
In using the sparserdataset available over the entire mil- in theseregions.Graybill and Idso [1993]suggestthat such
enlennium (Table 1), only a relatively small numberof indica- high-elevation,CO2-1imitedtrees, in moisture-stressed

tors are availablein regions(e.g., westernNorth America) vironments,shouldexhibit a growthresponseto increasing
where the primary pattern of hemisphericmean temperature CO2 levels.ThoughITRDB PC •1 showssignificantloadvariation has significantamplitude (seeFig. 2 in MBH98), ingsamongmany of the 28 constituentseries,the largest
and where regional variations appear to be closely tied to are indeed found on high-elevationwesternU.S. sites. The
global-scale temperature variations in model-based experi- ITRDB PC•I is shownalong with that of the composite
ments [Bradley,1996]. Thesefew indicatorsthus take on a NT series,during their 1400-1980periodof overlap(Figure
particularly important role (in fact, as discussed
below,one 1). The low-frequency
coherence
of the ITRDB PC•I sesuch indicator- PC • 1 of the ITRDB data-is found to be es- riesand compositeNT seriesduringthe initial four centuries
sential), in contrast with the post AD 1400 reconstructions of overlap(1400-1800)is
fairly remarkable,considering
that
of MBH98 for which indicators are available in several key the two seriesrecord variationsin entirely differentenvironregions[e.g.,the North Americannortherntreeline ("NT") ments and regions. In the 19th century, however,the series
dendroclimaticchronologies
of Jacobyand D'Arrigo, 1989]. diverge. As there is no a priori reasonto expectthe CO= efDue to the leverage of ITRDB PC •1 in the millennial fect discussed
aboveto apply to the NT series,and, furtherreconstruction, any non-climatic influence must first be re- more,that serieshasbeenverifiedthroughcross-comparison
moved before it can meaningfully be used in the reconstruc- with a varietyof proxyseriesin nearbyregions[Overpecket

al, 1997],it is plausiblethat the divergence
of the twoseries,

l/ tI

NORTH

AMERICAN

is related to a CO= influenceon the ITRDB PC •1 series.
The residualis indeedcoherentwith risingatmosphericCO=
(Figure lb), until it levelsoff in the 20th century,whichwe
speculatemay representa saturation effectwherebya new
limitingfactoris established
at highCO= levels.For our pur-

TREELINE

ITRDB
MILLENNIAL
PC
#1

corrected
ITRDBMILLENNIAL
PC

o.5

i

poses, however, it suffices that we consider the residual to

be non-climaticin nature, and considerthe ITRDB PC •1
series"corrected"'by removingfrom it this residual,forcing
it to alignwith the NT seriesat low frequencies
throughout
their mutual interval of overlap.This correctionis independentlyjustifiedby the fact that temperaturesaveragedover
the NT regionand westernU.S. regiondominatingITRDB
PC •1 exhibit very similar low-frequencytrends this century (not shown).
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The calibration/verificationstatisticsfor reconstructions
0.2

based on the 12 indicators available back to AD 1000, are,
as expected, somewhat degraded relative to those for the
post AD 1400 period. The calibration and verification re-

0.0

with each other, but lower than for reconstructionsback to

solvedvariance(39% and 34% respectively)are consistent

AD 1400 (42% and 51% respectively-see
MBH98). Results
further back than a millennium, basedon even sparserdata
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Figure 1. Comparison of ITRDB PC•I

and NT se-

(seeTable 1) are yet further degraded.With only a single
eigenvectorof the instrumentaltemperaturedata (•kl- see
Figure 2 in MBH98) skillfully resolvedby the networkavail-

ries. (a) compositeNT seriesvs. ITRDB PC •1 series able back to AD 1000, the total spatial variance calibrated
during AD 1400-1980 overlap. Thick curves indicate

is far more modest than that for the NH mean (• 5% in

smoothed(75 year low-passed)versionsof the series. calibration and verification). Thus, the NH series,but not
The smoothed"corrected"ITRDB PC •l series(see the spatial details, are most meaningful in the millennial
below) is shownfor comparison,(b) Residualbetween reconstructions.
the smoothed NT and ITRDB series, and its secular

Further consistencychecksare required. The most ba-

trend (retainingtimescales
longerthan 150years).Rel-

sicinvolvescheckingthe potentialresolvabilityof long-term

ative variations in atmospheric CO2 since AD 1700 are
shown for comparison.

variations by the underlying data used. An indicator of climate variability should exhibit, at a minimum, the red noise
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where uncertainties were self-consistently estimated based
on the observation of Gaussian residuals, we here take account of the spectrum of unresolved variance, separately
treating unresolved components of variance in the secular

RESIDUALS
ß

TEMPERATURES

,

calibration
w/AD
1820-1980
network
rk

(longerthan the 79 yearcalibrationintervalin this case)and
higher-frequency bands. To be conservative, we take into account the slight, though statistically insignificant inflation
of unresolved secular variance for the post-AD 1600 reconstructions. This procedure yields composite uncertainties
that are moderately larger than those estimated by MBH98,
though none of the primary conclusionstherein are altered.

Temperature Reconstruction
The reconstructed NH series and estimated uncertainties
0.0

0.1

0.2
FREQUENCY

0.3
(cycle/yr)

0.4

are shownin Figure3, alongwith its associated
powerspec-

0.5

trum. The substantial secular spectral peak is highly sig-

Figure 2. Spectrumof NH seriescalibrationresiduals
from 1902-1980for post-AD 1820 (solid) and AD 1000
(dotted) reconstructions
(scaledby their mean white

noiselevels). Median and 90%,95%,and99% significancelevels(dashedlines) are shown.
::
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spectrumthe climate itself is knownto exhibit [seeMann
and Lees,1996 and referencestherein]. A significantdeficit
of power relative to the median red noise level thus indicates
a possibleloss of true climatic variance, with a deficit of
zero frequency power indicative of lesstrend than expected

from noisealone, and the likelihoodthat the longest("secular") timescalesunder investigationare not adequatelyresolved. Only 5 of the indicators(includingthe ITRDB PC
•1, Polar Urals, Fennoscandia,and both Quelccayaseries)
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are observed to have at least median red noise power at zero
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is furthermore found that only one of these series-PC •1 of
the ITRDB data-exhibits a significantcorrelation with the
time history of the dominant temperature pattern of the
1902-1980calibration period. Positivecalibration/variance
series cannot
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frequencyfor the pre-calibration(AD 1000-1901)period. It

scores for the NH
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tor is removed from the network of 12 (in contrast with
q,

post-AD 1400 reconstructionsfor which a variety of indicators are available which correlate against the instrumental

record). Though, as discussedearlier, ITRDB PC•i

rep-

resentsa vital region for resolving hemispherictemperature
trends, the assumption that this relationship holds up over
time nonethelessdemands circumspection. Clearly, a more
widespread network of quality millennial proxy climate indicators will be required for more confident inferences.
A further consistencycheck involves examining the calibration residuals. In Figure 2 we show the power spectrum
of the residuals of the NH calibration from 1902-1980 for
both the calibrations
based on all indicators in the network

availableback to 1820 (see MBH98), and the calibrations
based on the 12 indicators

available

AD1OOO-1980

back to AD 1000. Not
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Figure 3. Millennial temperaturereconstruction.(a)
NH reconstruction(solid) and raw data (dotted) from
for the millennial reconstruction, but there is evidence of AD 1000-1998. Smoothedversionof NH series(thick
possiblebias. While the residuals for the post-AD 1820 solid), linear trend from AD 1000-1850 (dot-dashed)
reconstructionsare consistentwith white noise (at no fre- and two standarderror limits (shaded)are alsoshown.
quencydoesthe spectrumof the residualsbreachthe 95% (b) Powerspectrumof the NH seriesbasedon full (AD
1000-1980)and pre-calibration(AD 1000-1901)intersignificancelevel for white noise-this holds in fact back to
AD 1600), a roughly five-fold increasein unresolvedvari- vals. Robustly estimated median and 90%, 95%, and
ance is observedat secularfrequencies(>99% significant) 99% significancelevelsrelative to red noiseare shown
for the millennial
reconstruction.
In contrast to MBH98
[seeMann and Lees,1996].
only (as indicated earlier) is the calibratedvariancelower
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nificant relative to red noise, associated with a long-term

cooling trend in the NH series prior to industrialization
(ST - -0.02øC/century). This coolingis possiblyrelatedto
astronomicalforcing,which is thought to have driven longterm temperatures downward since the mid-Holoceneat a
rate within the rangeof-0.01 to-0.04øC/century[seeBerger,

1988]. In addition,significantcentury-scale
variabilitymay
be associatedwith solarirradiancevariations[seeLeanet al,
1995;MBH98], and a robustspectralpeak centeredat 50-70
year period seemsto correspondto a multidecadalclimate
signaldiscussed
by Mann et al [1995].
The 20th century (1900-1998) (anomalyof T - 0.07øC
relative to the 1902-1980calibration period mean) is nominally the warmestof the millennium(11-12th' -0.04; 13th:
-0.09, 14th' -0.07; 15th: •-0.19; 16th: -0.14; 17th: -0.18;
18th ß -0.14; 19th:-0.21). Expanded uncertaintiesin centennial means prior to AD 1600, and warmer conditions
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